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The term itself is usually referred to as a style of music, however in its broader sense hip hop culture is defined by the
four elements of rapping, DJing, hip hop.

Hip-Hop was a result of African American and Latino youth redirecting their hardships brought by
marginalization from society to creativity in the forms of MCing, DJing, aerosol art, and breakdancing
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Although hip-hop music is thought to be violent and filled with negative content by the general audience,
particularly that of non-listeners, people will place the blame for this on Black culture See also. The politics
behind the use of rap lyrics in trial have caused for several artists to face criminal charges solely based on the
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gang. A pre hip-hop music hit can be easily recognized if it were released within the last decade, and artists
who have gotten into the music industry within the last ten years have little understanding of, or connection to,
what was ordinary for hip-hop artists in the 20th century. People from all over are connected to each other
through the power of music. There are a few different sources such as hip hop and television many young
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